A Draining Tale

(A slippery story with a saving moral.)

word search fun!

- GREASE
- PIPES
- CAN
- DRAIN
- CLOG
- PLUMBER
- KITCHEN

DRAIN DANGER!
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E H K T E L D W O X 8 V
R K I O L B Q K N S O P
D N T I N F M A Z E C X
R H C I T C H U N P N E
A H H S I L P O L I M S
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N E N C C L R I V H A L
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See the grease.
See the drain.
See the grease go down the drain...

Then take the money they're saving
And go buy a new sedan!
Then they chill it 'til it's solid.
Toss it into the trash can...

Watch it seep, watch it slow
Watch it clog the pipe below
See the Mommy. Angry Mommy.
Pull her hair in great dismay.

Now the Mommy and the Daddy
Pour their grease into a can.
“This is silly,” says the Baby.
“Don’t you know a better way?
Don’t put grease down the drain.
‘Cause it never goes away.”

“Oh, this drain just drives me crazy!
It’s the seventh clog since May!”
Hear the Daddy call the plumber.  
"Come right now and clear this drain."

Happy plumber! Watch him smile.  
Their bad habit is his gain!